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1. Executive Summary
The members of the Play Spaces Forum Day 2 worked hard to decide how to spend $1.9m on ACT play spaces
this financial year. The Forum’s decision on funding provides TCCS with a clear direction for implementation.
This report details how Forum Members made their final decisions and their rationale.
The Forum decided to allocate the following amounts to five Buckets or categories:
•
•
•
•
•

New nature play areas in District play spaces - 2 spaces at $350,000
Areas for review and co-design: 5 areas at $375,000
Amenity upgrades for play spaces across Canberra: $525,000
Refresh work on existing play spaces: $500,00
Canberra-wide strategic plan for play spaces (new): $150,000

To achieve their remit, members completed three tasks. They:
1.
Agreed the principles and strategies to guide their funding decisions and future play spaces strategy
2. Confirmed the number of Buckets (categories) and their definition and scope
3. Agreed amounts of funding for each Bucket
This resulted in three tangible outcomes:
1.
Principles and strategies to guide Forum funding decisions and future play spaces strategy
2. Funding for Buckets (categories)
3. Nominations for participation in Panels to implement the funding decisions
4. Priorities for community engagement around Play Spaces in the future
There are also many intangible outcomes and benefits from partnering with community to in this pilot
participatory budget process which were reflected in members’ extremely positive closing comments. Given
detailed information and time, members showed that the community take such responsibility seriously and
carefully weigh up the implications of any decision. They congratulated TCCS for initiating the Forum, for the
comprehensive information provided to help them make their decisions and for their authenticity during the
process.

2. Background
The Play Spaces Forum was an additional element to the Better Suburbs Citizens’ Forum, which resulted
in a Better Suburbs Statement for Canberra, tabled in the Legislative Assembly on 20 September, 2018.
Day 1 of the Play Spaces Forum was held on 19 August 2018 comprising most of the original 54 Better
Suburbs Forum Members and 10 extra community members that frequently use play spaces in Canberra.
The first day provided the momentum for the community budgeting decisions made on Day 2 (see
Community Report for Day 1).
Day 2 of the Play Spaces Forum was held on 22 September 2018, comprising 21 members – 5 new and 16
from Day 1 – from a range of suburbs. New members attended an immersion session the prior evening to
learn about the deliberation process, participatory budgeting and play spaces.
Additional pre-reading material provided to all members included specialist summaries for each of the
four Buckets (categories) and information on the priorities type statements that emerged from the Better
Suburbs Play Spaces processes to date. A member from Day 1 also provided some additional information
on accessibility and inclusivity.
DemocracyCo facilitated Day 1 but was not available for Day 2. Jacinta Cubis co-designed the session
with the Better Suburbs team and facilitated Day 2.

3. Forum remit and promise to members
Forum remit: To decide how $1.9m gets spent on ACT play spaces this financial year.
Promise to members: The ACT government will accept and implement your decision.
Engagement level*: Co-create/partner with community.
Process: Deliberative decision-making, participatory budgeting. A consensus approach of 80 per cent was
applied unless a direct vote was called for by the members, in which case the majority was applied.
Stephen Alegria, Director, City Presentation at ACT Government noted in his opening remarks that the ACT
Legislative Assembly had stated that it wanted to explore participatory budgeting, and the Better Suburbs Play
Spaces program is at the forefront of potentially new ways of doing things in the ACT. As he explained:
“This is an experiment in a new way of engaging: how we can get more input from the community about how
we invest taxpayers’ money.”
Two constraints were highlighted for members. Funds had to be spent this financial year and decisions had to
be made at the Forum.

*Adapted from the IAP2 Engagement Spectrum

A few words on inclusive practices
A member with personal experience provided a brief overview on accessibility and inclusiveness issues that members
may take into account when determining funding priorities.
“I’d like us to be inclusive in our practices today, so that we can bring inclusiveness to our play spaces.”
Key points included:
Equity of opportunity is about making the necessary adjustments so that someone can meaningfully participate,
beyond equity of access
From the Act: the obligation is to ensure anyone can access a facility or service “on the same basis as someone else”.
This means that the custodian of the facility or service must reasonable adjustments to create “the same basis”.
Note that often this is integration where a reasonable adjustment is the bare minimum to create equity of access,
where the ideal is inclusion where more adjustments are made to create equity of opportunity.

Self assessment of their ability to do the job
Members were invited to indicate how confident they felt about in their ability to do their job after the
question and answer session with experts. 15 responded (70%) as shown below. While the responses were
interesting, on the day this poll signalled that deliberation and decision-making were about to start, as a
reminder to members of their responsibility. Such polls can be used to benchmark and track members
confidence over two or more days, as their knowledge of a topic and time spent deliberating increases,
however, this was not possible at this Forum.

4. Forum decisions

Principles and Strategies
Following a recap of the last forum, and a review of the pre-reading, members were invited to develop a framework of
principles and strategies to guide their decision-making at the Forum and for the future play spaces strategy.
The issues raised from table-based discussion
included:
Connecting people
Accessible and inclusive
Quantity over quality
Diverse for all ages
Inclusive
Support health and wellbeing of community
Community-building
Government
Natural play spaces and risk
Infrastructure and facilities
Community connections and socialising
All ages in the community
Inclusiveness and equity
Accessibility for all
Co-locating with amenities
Play spaces build community
Accessibility
Inclusivity
Integration and co-location
Engagement with all groups
Different play spaces available in a district

These were synthesised through a consensus-based discussion to:
Principles
1. Quality over quantity: getting the right mix that delivers value
(value of play, value for investment, leverage value of existing
assets etc)
2. Connecting the community (physically and socially)
3. Play spaces are inclusive
4. Play spaces enhance physical and mental wellbeing
5. Play spaces enhance and preserve the natural environment
6. Equity across the city (number, variety, location)
Strategies
1. Provide a variety of play spaces to encourage people of all
abilities and ages to participate in outdoor activity together
2. Co-locate play spaces with existing amenities (physical) and
co-design play spaces with community (social)
3. Set targets for inclusive play spaces
4. Design play spaces to encourage physical activity for the whole
community
5. Maintain and enhance connections between play spaces and
the natural environment to develop capacity to enjoy natural
play
6. Balance the number, variety and location of play spaces across
the city

‘Bucket’ tour
Members were invited to “tour” the areas dedicated to each Bucket or category, hosted by a TCCS team member. This
presented members with the opportunity to ask questions, seek clarification and better understand the intent and
outcomes of each Bucket. The following issues were raised during these discussions:
Bucket 1: New Nature Play Areas in District Play Spaces
• Co-management vs Co-Design
o Levels of interaction and enjoyment
o Education and community
• Future of nature play spaces
• Maintenance implications
• Mindsets
• Design
• Land and environmental care
• Community participation
• Local connections
Bucket 2: Areas for review and co-design
• Will there be enough time for minor works at the back end of the
year?
• Cohesive work rather than patch work on aged playgrounds
• Possibility of a study at District level?
• Is this a road test?
• Has any strategic work been done for specific areas/regions?
• Is there scope to bring in other directorates?
• Does this include school playgrounds?
• What do you need to review all of the parks in Canberra – what is
the cost?
• Has the geographical and proximity area been considered in the
25 suburbs?
• Possibility of consolidating playgrounds that are under-utilised?
Ie, offering a variety of activities in a consolidated playground

Bucket 3: Amenity upgrades for play spaces across Canberra
• Can we suggest things not on the list like logs?
• Also consider amenity around the play spaces – eg, pathways in
shade sails
• Do we have an idea about what is already there and therefore what
would add most value?
• Is there an analysis of existing requests?
• Would shade sails come under safety?
• Can this shopping list be made available to the community so they
can raise money to install amenities?
• Does this shopping list include ongoing maintenance?
• Do all playgrounds meet standards?
Bucket 4: Refresh work on existing play spaces
• What are the long-term savings for doing this work – assume it
extends the useful life?
• This money includes play space maintenance and immediate
surrounds
• It includes surrounding seats and other infrastructure
Bucket 5
• Community grants – play spaces owned by the community
• Cultural aspects of play spaces
• Play programs
• Age-specific play spaces (risk taking)
• Community-funded upgrades (adopt-a-park) and fundraising by the
community
• Promote / support community groups
• New play spaces taking into account demographic shifts
(eg teenagers)

‘Bucket’ review
Members were invited to review the Categories (Buckets) and to determine whether the names and scope were
appropriate for their decision-making purposes. Following table-based discussion, the group determined the following
adjustments:
Bucket 1: New nature play areas in District play spaces
Unchanged
Bucket 2: Local suburbs for whole-of-suburb review and co-design
Changed to Areas for review and co-design
Rationale: This enables consideration of areas that are macro (multi-suburb) – think “suburbs plus”. It also
provides scope for wider strategic work. It was noted that suburbs that have been identified as priority for
work will need to be considered when determining locations for investment
Bucket 3: Amenity upgrades for play spaces across Canberra
Unchanged.
It was noted that this should include scope to address inclusivity improvements.
Bucket 4: Refresh work on existing play spaces
Unchanged.
It was noted that this should include scope to address inclusivity improvements.
Recommendation that Panels have this included in their Terms of Reference.
Bucket 5: Two options were considered.
a) Measures to meet inclusivity targets: following discussion, it was agreed that for the current process that
this would be covered by the specific inclusion of this issue as a principle and strategy, as well as a note for
Buckets 3 and 4.
b) Investment in developing a Canberra-wide strategic plan for play spaces including a population study to
inform future planning: following discussion, it was agreed to make this the name and scope of Bucket 5. The
discussion included an exploration about how to invest in higher level strategic planning across Canberra.
Some basic aspects of this work is done by the Better Suburbs team does as core business, but there is an
appetite from members to see investment decisions in the context of a wider strategic plan. It was noted that
the current round of budgetary decisions are for the current financial year, and that by definition anything
strategic would be likely to take longer, and indeed would be a rolling process.

Deliberation on funding
Members were invited to review the allocation of funds to each Bucket (category) in via table-based discussion. The
groups were asked to:
•
•
•

Review the recommended funding allocation – money and number of spaces
Assess the merits of each allocation, using the principles and strategies to guide their consideration
Agree as a table on a proposed allocation, including rationale

With regard to Bucket 5, members were advised that if they were not convinced by the merits of allocating resources to
Bucket 5, that an alternative was to allocate zero funds but to suggest it be a recommendation to be considered in other
Buckets or by future Panels.
The deliberations and decisions of each table were captured on worksheets and these are provided in the following
pages.

Table A
What do you Bucket 1
think of..
4 at $700,000
Q1…the
amount
allocated?
Your
rationale

Choose one response

Bucket 2

Bucket 3

Bucket 4

5 at $350,000

$325,000

16 at $500,000

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right Right / Uncertain / Not right
One less space allocated,
making more funding
available for review and
refresh

Increase by one suburb/area

$525,000

$450,000

Q2…the estimated number
of play spaces?

Q2…the number of local
suburbs to get a review?

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Right / Uncertain / Not

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Your
rationale

3 instead of 4 spaces. This
will allow for treating this a
pilot and assess the
community reaction. 3 is
enough to act as “best
practice” examples if further
ones are sought in future

Increase to 6 areas as this will
be more beneficial at a local
(area!) level, especially in
areas of great need

Increase to 20 spaces to make
it Canberra-wide

Your change
if ‘not right’

3

6 ‘areas’

20 spaces

Your change
if ‘not right’

right

Give longevity to existing
spaces

Open to the idea of grouping
suburbs together

Make a big impact across
Canberra

Want to have enough money
to be able to implement future
plans

$600,000

No extra questions

Q2…the number of play
spaces to be refreshed?

Bucket 5?

Make this a
recommendation to be
covered by Bucket 2

$0

Table B
What do you
think of..

Bucket 1

Bucket 2

Bucket 3

Bucket 4

4 at $700,000

5 at $350,000

$325,000

16 at $500,000

Q1…the
amount
allocated?

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Right / Uncertain / Not

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Improvements are a good
thing

More work on the ground

Your rationale

Your change if
‘not right’

right

Research and testing
Seems a sensible cost
needs to be done on the
effectiveness and use
of existing natural play
spaces
We should encourage
the use of these
existing spaces
$350,000

$455,000

$620,000

Q2…the estimated
Q2…the number of local
number of play spaces? suburbs to get a review?

No extra questions

Q2…the number of play
spaces to be refreshed?

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Right / Uncertain / Not

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

right
Your rationale

Small changes to improve
inclusiveness

We are concerned that
allocated by petition only
means that some voices are
not heard; this investment
shows immediate
improvements on the ground

Freeing up resources to Number of spaces seems
Ensure this increases
allow money for Bucket appropriate for a pilot; would inclusiveness and not just
5
expect to see more in future responding to the ‘squeaky
wheels’
Also, Buckets 3 and 4

Increase to 20 spaces to
make it Canberra-wide

can be used to
introduce nature play
elements into existing
parks
Your change if
‘not right’

2

20+

Bucket 5?

$100k for a review into
nature play spaces –
need to determine
current effectiveness
and use of existing
spaces, and how to
better utilise existing
natural space
$100,000

Look at the outcomes of
Buckets 1 and 2 to inform
future strategies

Table C
What do you Bucket 1
think of..
4 at $700,000

Bucket 2

Bucket 3

Bucket 4

5 at $350,000

$325,000

16 at $500,000

Q1…the
amount
allocated?

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Right / Uncertain / Not

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Your
rationale

Three nature-based play
areas

Spread across all of Canberra
so that all residents feel
included – number should be
6

Greater opportunity for
inclusivity

Future upgrades (ie other
Buckets) may negate the
value or need for refreshes

right

Bigger ‘bang for buck’ – eg
fences, accessibility and sun
protectors/shade; multifunctional elements
Concerns about Ministerial
lobbying, which should be a
different avenue to this
Bucket

Your change
if ‘not right’

$525,000

$525,000

$550,000

$300,000

Q2…the estimated number
of play spaces?

Q2…the number of local
suburbs to get a review?

No extra questions

Q2…the number of play
spaces to be refreshed?

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Right / Uncertain / Not

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

7

10

right
Your
rationale

Your change 3
if ‘not right’

Bucket 5?

Table D
What do you Bucket 1
think of..
4 at $700,000

Bucket 2

Bucket 3

Bucket 4

5 at $350,000

$325,000

16 at $500,000

Q1…the
amount
allocated?

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Right / Uncertain / Not

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Your
rationale

Need to evaluate existing
play spaces; encourage
families to use existing
natural resources

Right amount of money

So many places need
immediate Government
intervention based on
community feedback

right

Change in number of suburbs
required

Directorate unable to
resource without
additional funds
Important opportunity to
get long-term planning
right

Help meet inclusivity
objectives
Your change
if ‘not right’

$350,000

$375,000

$525,000

$500,000

Q2…the estimated number
of play spaces?

Q2…the number of local
suburbs to get a review?

No extra questions

Q2…the number of play
spaces to be refreshed?

Choose one response

Choose one response

Choose one response

Right / Uncertain / Not

Right / Uncertain / Not right

Right / Uncertain / Not right

See above

Trial different level of
consultation and design

right
Your
rationale

Multi-suburb (adjacent
suburbs) review may lead to
more efficient and strategic
objectives
Your change 2
if ‘not right’

1 x multi-suburb (225k)
2 x single suburb (75k each)

Delivers concrete outcomes

Bucket 5?

Makes play space look better
and increases longevity of
resource
Play spaces remain appealing
to users

$150,000

Funding decisions
Each table presented their proposal, including rationales. A guided, open discussion moved towards whole-group
consensus, with the following allocation determined via mix of voting and consensus approaches.
BUCKET

ALLOCATION

DISCUSSION NOTES

1: New nature
play areas in
District play
spaces

2 spaces at
$350,000
(consensus)

• Noted that the members can make recommendations to the panels about how the
investment may be spent
• Shift focus of investment to high-use areas; spread the investment across more places
where people can enjoy rather than small number of nature play areas

2: Areas for
review and
co-design

5 areas at
$375,000
(consensus)

• Sufficient investment to increase attractiveness of a case for future funding (noted that
the strength of a potential funding bid is increased by the quality of the process)
• Start small with a 5-area trial
• Noted that there may not be funding available next financial year, so need to invest now
while the opportunity is there

3: Amenity
upgrades for
play spaces
across
Canberra

$525,000
(consensus)

• Increasing this allocation means a better response to the principles and strategies
• Noted that this (and Bucket 4) represents a significant increase in existing capacity
• Noted that there is a Panel for Bucket 3 but not for Bucket 4 – Panels can make
recommendations to the Directorate for Bucket 4

4: Refresh
work on
existing play
spaces

$500,000
(consensus)

• Noted that a ‘refresh’ does not add a lot to the quality side of a play space; it is more
about extending its life

5: A Canberrawide strategic
plan for play
spaces

$150,000
(majority
vote)

• Some felt that there was not enough information available to decide whether this is a
good investment
• Some see an opportunity to fund important strategic work that would not normally be
funded
• Clarified that Directorate is doing short-term work, no current capacity for
long term strategy development
• Directorate indicated this investment would fund expertise plus capacity to hold
events/consultations and result in a first version plan in the timeframe

Panel participation and future engagement opportunities
Members were provided with an overview of the next stage of the planning process, where Panels will allocate funding
to specific projects and locations. Members self-nominated to join a Panel for the next phase and these will start
meeting from 26 September, 2018.

Future engagement opportunities
Members were invited to make suggestions for future engagement opportunities, based on their experience with this
session. The following suggestions were made:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Play spaces including community gardens
Kid/teen involvement
Continue with the 5 suburb engagements
Engage with end users directly
Tap into community service organisations working with target groups/users
Engage with adults and children in play spaces to have a better understanding of how they use them, and to receive
direct feedback
Give the community tools and information on how to advocate for their needs
Engage teenagers
Collaborate with Ngunnawal spokespeople to include storytelling and education information at play spaces
Targeted engagement with disadvantaged and minority groups so all voices are heard
Online engagement – eg, the Virtual Community Cabinet has proven very successful
Understanding that engagement can be linked to socio-determinants - look beyond the form-literate, active
advocates.

Member feedback
To close the day, each participant was invited to reflect on their experience and share with the group. They
could also respond to an anonymous poll. Overall, the group experience was positive with many members
experiencing both a personal satisfaction from participating and collective pride in a successful outcome. A
number of members remarked on how educational and empowering the experience had been

“I appreciated the interplay

“Educational”

between the community and the
government. We all have
diverse views, and it was so
interesting to see that we came
to consensus quite quickly.”

outcome and have
the time to talk
through the
issues.”

enjoyable.”

“Fantastic!”

“Insightful”

“Enjoyed the process
“Good to reach an

“Exhausting but

“The lack of pre-conceived ideas
from the Directorate was great –
it meant we could be open and

“Satisfying. The

have the freedom to decide.”

outcome was achieved
and the process was

“It really felt authentic – it

effective.”

really felt like you were

and thumbs up to the

asking us to spend this

Directorate for being

money.”

willing to actively

“I’m glad I was able to represent

engage.”

my demographic! But I also hope
our work can positively represent
and include the broader
community.”

Facilitator observations
What worked well?
•

Co-designing the session and the materials with the
Better Suburbs team.

•

The structure of the session.

•

Spending considerable time deliberating and reaching
consensus on the principles and strategies. These
proved a solid foundation for relatively straightforward
process to decide on funding amounts.

•

The Q&A and Bucket tour conveyed information well.

•

Having a range of people from TCCS on hand was great,
both to show commitment and also talk to the
questions that were raised.

•

A keen finance person ‘do the maths’ as members
discussed the implications of their funding decisions

•

Having full use of a light-filled and spacious venue and
Richard, the caterer, barista and jack-of-all-trades, was
terrific.

What might have worked better?
•

It was a long day – perhaps ideas for priorities for
future engagement could have been included in the
evaluation.

•

Make time to include the planned fun trivia activity
and at least one other to break up the day’s workload
and give members some non-thinking time.

What did we learn for the Panels and future Play Spaces strategy?
•

People are excited by participatory budgeting and embraced the opportunity to influence
funding decisions for their city’s services.

•

People are genuinely open to the views of others and can change their mind.

•

Don’t try to make too many decisions in one day.

Thank you for the opportunity to work with you on this
inspiring forum.

